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Introduction  

“A physician that does not know the truth of astrology 

is not a physician but a fool”- Hippocrates (Father of 

Medicine) 

Astrology is the belief that heavenly bodies affect 

human behavior and destiny. Most scientists today 

dismiss astrology as balderdash. But are they not 

being too hasty? If the sun were to disappear today, 

will the earth not cease to exist? Would the 

disappearance of the sun not destroy all our 

destinies? Is this not astrology? Does the weather not 

influence the kind of clothes we wear? Does rainfall 

not change our plans and make us change venues 

from outdoors to indoors. Is this not heavenly bodies 

affecting our destinies? Did the Russian winter not 

affect Napoleon Bonaparte’s plans? Did the Russian 

winter not affect the outcome of World War 2? If this 

is not heavenly bodies/weather affecting the destiny 

of mankind, what is it? Does bad weather not delay 

flights and cause postponements of trips? Even today 

scientists admit that the month a child was born 

affects the child’s behavior. They coined the scientific 

term “influence of seasonal birth on humans” to 

describe it but is this not good old-fashioned 

astrology? Virtually every culture of man since the 

dawn of history has looked to the heavens for 

answers. I believe they were on to something. A true 

scientist must be humble and not jump to conclusions. 

Many ideas, inventions and concepts were ridiculed 

by mainstream scientists in the past but are 

universally accepted today. These include the 

personal computer, aspirin, germs, genes, quarks, 

atoms, continental drift, hand washing before surgery, 

Avogadro’s Law etcetera [1-4]. 

Conclusion 

If the heavenly bodies do affect us, I have a theory 

how. 

Microzymas/cellular dust in outer space communicate 

with microzymas/cellular dust in the human being. 

This is the link and mechanism. I theorize this to be 

[5]. How it is done exactly will be a task for scientists 

to discover.  
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